Privacy Policy of Zorange
We sincerely thank you for your continued support and trust in the Product/Service of
Chongqing Zhongcheng Network Technology Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as
"Zhongcheng Company" or "We"). The support and trust are the driving force for our
development and the foundation for our progress.
As a member of the Internet industry, we fully recognize the importance of protecting
user privacy, and we are committed to respecting your privacy and the integrity and
security of personal information, and take it as an important task for the company. As
a data collector of certain personal information, we want you to know how we process,
use or share it, and how you can protect your privacy.
This policy is applicable to the Zorange game center platform (hereinafter
referred to as "the product/service") owned or operated by Zhongcheng. If the
game on the game platform is provided by a third party, this policy does not
apply. Your use of third-party products or enjoyment of third-party services are
subject to the third-party privacy policy.
Please read carefully and fully understand the content of the Privacy Policy
(hereinafter referred to as "this Policy"), especially the content in bold fonts. If
you disagree with the terms of this Policy, we suggest you stop using our
Product/Service

immediately.

If

you

choose

to

continue

to

use

our

products/services, it means that you have fully understood and agreed to this
policy, our Cookie Policy (which has been incorporated into this Privacy Policy)
and our use agreement. We reserve the right to change this privacy policy and
cookie policy at any time.
If you do not have full capacity for civil conduct, please read and decide whether
to accept this Policy accompanied by your guardian.
This Policy mainly explains to you:
-Scope and manner of information collection
-Purpose of information collection and use
-How the information is used
-Storage, management and security of information
-How to contact us
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I. [Scope and Method of Information Collection]
According to the principle of legality, legitimacy and necessity, we only collect the
information necessary to realize the product function:
The information we obtain during your use of this product (including how to use it),
such information includes:
1. Equipment Information
In order to provide better products and improve user experience, we will collect
equipment attribute information (such as operating system version, unique equipment
identifier, network equipment hardware address MAC, etc.) and equipment status
information (such as application installation list related to running products). When
the product is running, it will send equipment information to the server, which can be
used to analyze the operation of the product under different equipment environments,
help us improve the performance and compatibility of the product, and facilitate us to
provide better versions and enhance the product experience.
2. Log information
When you use our Product and services, our server will automatically record some
information, including your use of our Product, IP address, the URL and of the
software information of the service you visit.
Please note that individual device information, log information, etc. are
information that cannot identify the identity of a specific natural person.
If we combine this kind of information with other information to identify the
personal identity of a natural person, then during the combination use, such
non-personal information will be regarded as personal information. However,
you do not need to provide personal information when using the Product, and we
will not collect personal information, nor will we combine individual equipment
information and log information with personal information. When updating,
only the information that cannot identify the identity of a specific natural person
will be transmitted by the Zhongcheng Company.
II. [Purpose of Information Collection]
We collect relevant information for the following purposes:
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1.

Provide products to you;

2.

In order to normally realize or further improve the functions of the Product, we

try to make the Product run stably and be compatible with more software and products
to ensure the comfort of your experience;
3.

Product development and service optimization. On the premise of not locating the

personal identity of a specific natural person, we may carry out statistical analysis on
the use of various functions of products and services, and launch new products and
services that we believe are more helpful to you;
4.

Safety. We will use the collected information for safety precautions, customer

safety services and other purposes;
5.

Show and push customized content for you. By using the collected information,

we will be able to provide you with customized content, such as showing or
recommending more relevant information flows or advertising/marketing information
results. In order to let you have a better experience and improve our Product or with
your consent, we may recommend message, information, software and other content
to you from time to time on the premise of complying with relevant laws and
regulations. If you are not interested in this, you can choose to close the content;
III. [How Do We Use Cookie and Similar Technologies]
1. Our pages may use Cookie and similar technologies to optimize our services.
Cookies are small data files stored on your computer, which are used to store the
unique Cookie data sent to you by the Web server. Cookies sent to you by each
website are unique, and can only be read by the web server that sent you cookies,
which are often used to simplify the steps of your repeated login, help us remember
your device and service preferences, and analyze your use of our Software, so as to
help you get an easier access experience, and recommend content that you may be
interested in (such as personalized game recommendation).
2. We will not use Cookies for any purpose other than that stated in this Privacy
Policy. You can manage or clear Cookies by browsing the cookie settings according to
your preference. In addition, you can also clear all Cookies saved in the game
function in the Product. However, if you do this, you may need to manually change
the relevant settings every time you use the Product, and the corresponding
information you recorded before will be deleted, which may affect the safety and
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convenience of the functions of the Product you use.

IV. [Our Rules for Information Collection and Use]
1. Only when you are using the Product will the Product upload relevant device
information and record log information. If you do not use the Product, it cannot obtain
any information.
2. Within the framework of laws and regulations and this Policy, we will use relevant
information to realize product functions or provide services.
V. [How Do You Manage Your Own Information]
1. In the process of using our Product, you can contact us according to Article 12 of
this Agreement and request to delete relevant information.
2. Under the following circumstances, you can ask us to delete personal information:
（1）

If our handling of personal information violates laws and regulations;

（2）

If we collect and use your personal information without your explicit

consent;
（3）

If our handling of personal information seriously violates our agreement with

you;
（4）

If you no longer use our Product or services;

（5）

If we will never provide you with products or services.

If we decide to respond to your request for deletion, we will also make reasonable
efforts to inform the subjects who obtained your personal information from us and ask
them to delete it in time, unless otherwise stipulated by laws and regulations, or
independent authorization from you were obtained by these subjects. When you delete
information from our Product, we may not immediately delete the corresponding
information from the backup system, but we will use commercially reasonable efforts
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to delete the information when backing up.
3. Due to technical limitations, legal or regulatory requirements, we may not be able
to meet all your requirements, but we will try our best to reply within a reasonable
time limit.
VI. [Sharing of Information]
1. We strictly restrict the sharing of information in accordance with the current
laws and regulations.
2. According to the law, sharing and transferring personal information after
de-identification and ensuring that the data receiver cannot recover and
re-identify the subject of personal information is not an external sharing,
transferring and public disclosure of personal information, and there is no need
to inform you and obtain your consent for the preservation and processing of
such data.
3. On the premise that the personal identity of a specific natural person cannot
be located from the data, we may share separate equipment information and log
information with third-party entities (such as affiliates, service providers,
contractors, agents, advertising partners, application developers, etc.) for the
following purposes:
-For big data analysis, separate equipment information and log information is
used to understand how users use our Product or let the public know the overall
use trend of our Product.
4. When the above information is shared with a third party due to merger, acquisition,
asset transfer and other transactions, we will inform you of the relevant situation
through push notification, announcement or other forms, and continue to protect or
require new managers to continue to protect your information in accordance with
applicable laws and regulations and standards not lower than those required by this
Policy.
5. We may disclose information for the following purposes:
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-in accordance with laws and regulations;
-comply with the provisions of court judgments, rulings or other legal procedures;
-receiving requests from relevant government agencies or other legally authorized
organizations;
-we have legitimate reasons to reasonably request disclosure in order to comply with
relevant provisions such as laws and regulations;
-Based on legal, reasonable and necessary purposes, to implement relevant product
agreements or this Policy, safeguard social public interests, and protect the personal
and property safety or other legitimate rights and interests of our customers, us or our
affiliates, other users or employees.
VII. [Information We May Send to You]
1. Information push: when you use our Product, we may send you information or
push notifications. You can choose to unsubscribe on the device according to our
relevant tips.
2. Announcements related to Product.
VIII. [Location and Duration of Information Storage]
1. Location of storing information
Our services are provided on a global scale. Our server is located in Hong Kong,
China. This means that the data we collect will be transferred to the aforementioned
area. We will not transfer your personal data until we receive your explicit consent.
You are clearly aware of the possible risks in the cross-border transfer of the above
personal data, and you fully agree that we can transfer and store your personal data in
accordance with this privacy policy.
2. Time limit for storing information
Generally, we only keep the above information for the shortest time reasonably
necessary to achieve the objectives stated in this Policy. When destroying information,
measures will be taken to make the information unrecoverable or uncopyable, and
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technical methods that make the file uncopyable will be used to permanently delete
electronic files containing personal information. However, under the following
circumstances, we may change the storage time of personal information due to the
need to comply with legal requirements:
-in accordance with laws and regulations;
-in order to comply with the provisions of court judgments, rulings or other legal
procedures;
- in order to comply with requests from relevant government agencies or other legally
authorized organizations;
-we have legitimate reasons to reasonably request disclosure in order to comply with
relevant provisions such as laws and regulations;
-Based on legal, reasonable and necessary purposes, to implement relevant product
agreements or this Policy, safeguard social public interests, and protect the personal
and property safety or other legitimate rights and interests of our customers, us or our
affiliates, other users or employees.
3. When our Product stop operating, we will inform you in the form of, for example,
pushing notification and announcement, and we will delete or anonymize the
information within a reasonable period of time.
IX. [Information Security]
In order to prevent the loss, improper use, unauthorized access and disclosure of
information, we will try our best to provide the following security guarantees for
information:
1. We strive to maintain the security of your personal information through various
security measures. Protecting your personal data is our top priority. The personal data
you provide to us is stored on a secure server, and we use strict procedures to prevent
loss, abuse, unauthorized access, alteration, disclosure or destruction of your personal
data;
2. Technical measures for data security. We will use various security measures within
a reasonable security level to ensure the above information security. Please
understand that due to technical limitations and possible malicious means, even
if we try our best to strengthen security measures, we cannot always guarantee
the 100% security of the above information. Therefore, there may be factors
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beyond our control. Once the above situation occurs, we will take all the measures
that can be used at the first time, and strive to ensure the security of information under
the premise of law;
3. We will establish a special management system, process and organization to help
protect your information. For example, we will strictly limit the scope of people
accessing information, and require them to abide by confidentiality obligations and
conduct review.
X. [Information Push]
In order to improve our Product, we may provide you with personalized information
in products, related websites and other channels.
XI. [Minor Clause]
We attach great importance to the protection of minors’ information. We will not
intentionally collect personal information from children under the age of 18 for any
purpose. If you are the guardian of a minor, you can contact us through the contact
information provided on our official website or the customer service support center if
you have any questions about the information of the minor under your guardianship.
XII. [Other Liability Clauses]
In addition to the exemption clauses stated in this Policy, you also understand and
acknowledge that we are not liable under the following circumstances:
1. The relevant information is leaked or lost due to your personal reasons;
2. Information is leaked, lost, stolen or tampered with due to hacker attacks,
computer virus intrusion, government control and other force majeure that affect the
use of products;
3.

Other information leakage and any legal disputes and consequences arising there

from not caused by our reasons.
XIII. [Contact us]
If you have any questions about this Policy or other related matters, please
contact us via E-mail: help@flash.cn. We will review the problems as soon as
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possible and do our utmost to reply within 10 working days from the date of
receiving the information.
XIV. [Entry into Force and Revision of This Privacy Policy]
1.

When you confirm to use the Product/Service, it will be deemed that you

have read this Policy and accepted the binding of this Policy.
2.

We reserve the right to modify this privacy policy at any time at our

discretion. When making any changes, we will try to provide reasonable notice
and publish the updated version on the platform. Every time a user visits our
service, platform or third-party platform game, the latest version of the privacy
policy at that time applies, and you agree that the information we collect will be
bound by the updated privacy policy. We recommend that you check this page
regularly to understand our current practices. If you have any questions about
the changes, please send an email to help@flash.cn for feedback. If you do not
agree to these changes, then unfortunately, we must ask you to stop using our
platform and/or services, because we must make all users use the same terms in
order to provide fair services to everyone.

Chongqing Zhongcheng Network Technology Co., Ltd.
April 1,2021
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